The Material World

Quentin Cooper : Hello,depending on a whole range of factors including age and how addictive a personality you have,the following tune is likely to come across either as irritating or intensely evocative.....and irritating.

[I have a Tangerine Dream track which has the same qualities - actually quite a few of them-LB]

(Tetris tune plays)

The archetypally tinny background music for one of the world's biggest blockbuster computer games : Tetris. With the game itself undergoing a retool and a relaunch this week - we'll be delving into what it is in our mental make up that,which make these button pushing,mouse clicking,nerve racking time shredding creations so compulsive for so many,and looking at how games designer's increasingly use an understanding of our psychology and behaviour to build in addictivity.
First, Mutatis Mutandis.

Man: "Let me count your fingers dear,1,2,3,let me count your fingers dear 4,5,6. You've a finger extra! Well I'll be damned!"
Woman : "Nobody asked you to count them,all you do is count. Yes I am a mutant,1,2,3. I developed a taste for nuclear waste,4,5,6."

I love that line "Yes I am a mutant" - the planet's changing and things are mutating in response. Perhaps not quite in the dramatic way envisaged in the X-men or the Tomorrow People [If anyone has the theme tune to that (the first "70s" series) please send it me -LB],or whatever your favourite things are mutating reference point happens to be.
Mine as you've just heard there is Linda Hurst's "The Counting Song". But for the first time biologists believe they have evidence that global warming is directly affecting the genetic make-up of creatures. Well according to a UK climate impact programme report,which was published yesterday,global warming is likely to lead to the extinction of some of Britain's rarest wildlife,there's also evidence across a range of plants and animals that they're changing in order to survive,and the clearest indications of evolutionary hot housing,comes from mosquitoes.
To discuss the scale and significance of these adaptations and whether humans are above all this sort of thing or risk being left behind,I'm joined on the line from Oregon by husband and wife team,Professor Bill E Bradshaw,

[Billy Bradshaw has a whole other meaning in Manchester - being a small stereotype of the "ee by gum" variety played out on local radio -LB]

and Dr Christina Holtsapple,biologists from the University of Michigan,and in our Leeds studio,is Professor Chris Thomas,from the Centre for Biodiversity and Conservation at Leeds University.

[Allowing for reuse of letters one can make "Please Shoot Christians" out of her name - also "Christian Apostle PH" if one does not - presumably she's testing the waters for my acid comments - it leaves "L" - which is where I'll be going if I'm not careful!! 
Don't blame me - I didn't pick her name - and if people can find bible codes by messing about with letters then so can I - maybe secretly she's an atheist hitwoman?? At the very least her work kills creationist anti evolutionary ignorance  stone dead  -LB]

Chris Thomas : Hi Quentin.

Quentin Cooper :  Hi Bill and Christina,and indeed Hi Chris.

Christina Holtsapple : Hello there.

Quentin Cooper :  Bill and Christina if I can start with you? You've been looking at mosquitoes which you think are genetically on the move. Now is this all mosquitoes or a particular species?

Christina Holtsapple : Well,we have actually been looking at container breeding mosquitoes for about 30 years now,and part of the reason we have been looking specifically at container breeder organisms is because they are very tractable for asking questions both in the field and in the lab. (Indistinct) lives only in the water filled leaves of the purple pitcher plant and occurs from Florida,all the way up to Northern Canada,has a very wide latitudinal range and also a very wide longitudinal range. Quite a few years ago we observed that this insect cued it's development to length of day,and we did a number of experiments that showed that length of day and the use of this as a cue is a genetic highly heritable trait,and this was rather fortuitous,and studies that we've done over this 30 year period have allowed us to make comparisons that allow us to conclude that we have seen genetic change over this 30 year period.

Quentin Cooper :  So it's interesting thought you've picked on something partly because it's easy to observe,so that might imply that this phenomenon might be going on in things which are rather less easy to observe.

Bill Bradshaw : Exactly, I think when considering work such that Chris Thomas has been doing,that these kinds of studies are complementary,our study gives credence to the proposition that the changes he's been seeing in his bush crickets for instance has a genetic basis.
By the same token the now increasing volumes of observations that many organisms are changing their seasonal patterns or distributions,provides much of the importance for our studies,but we need both. We need to know that patterns are changing,and we need to know what the basis of this change actually is.

Quentin Cooper :   Chris Thomas I've just been reliably informed by Bill E Bradshaw that you're working on bush crickets,so what have you found out about them?

Chris Thomas : Well, what we found is,that there's a couple of species of cricket,particularly Rosell's bush cricket which has a winged and a none winged form,and around the edges of it's geographic range,which has suddenly taken off remarkably in the last 10-20 years,and is spreading northwards at something like 10km a year,that around the edges of  those range we find these long winged forms [On a large scale this is equivalent to the mathematical "growth ring" patterns - from artificial life programs -LB] whereas right in the centre of the distribution where they used to occur they only have these sort of short or stumpy winged forms,and they can't..it'll take them a month of Sundays to walk across a field,let alone get 10km.

[That means that those carrying the genes for long wings are more likely to meet at the edge  - which is probably why the population is like that -LB]

And so what we presume is that each generation,these long winged individuals have been more and more an advantage and so they have evolved this potentially expanding range that might possibly be getting faster and faster.

Quentin Cooper :   So this is a rare example of cricket in this country doing better -boom boom! But also is it possibly down to....I mean it could be down to genetic change or it could be down to environmental triggers couldn't it? It's just warmer so maybe they survive better,or maybe they're flying further,so their wing muscles are better developed and therefore they're able to survive more prosperously?

Chris Thomas : This is certainly a tricky thing and we don't have the absolute answer to this in these bush crickets,in fact almost certainly,in this and probably many similar types of species,it's probably a combination of environmental and genetic changes.
When the...but he thing about these bush crickets is that they produce long winged forms usually when they are crowded at high densities,and in fact where we find the longest wings,the highest fraction of long wings in populations,is towards the edge of the range where actually density is not very high at all,and so ...and we find them all the same...we find these patterns in the same year,when they've had more or less the same climatic experiences,so we suspect- but at the moment haven't carried out the parallel lab experiments - to demonstrate that there is a substantial genetic basis to the pattern.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay,so Chris Thomas you've got a suspicion. Bill and Christina have you got more than a suspicion about your mosquitoes,do you actually know it's definitely genetic change?

[Note how Chris's work is acknowledged as being only a suspicion because environmental factors can't be ruled out - and how he MUST accept this - and that KNOWING entails more certainty than just believing something MAY be the case,but requires proof that it IS and MUST be the case.Scientific ideas are far more than just suspicions,guesses,and speculations,knowing something IS the case means it must be shown to be the case REGARDLESS of what any one person believes,it has nothing to do with any one person's opinion,short of a foray into the unknown on the basis of observation - such as Chris has done -LB]

Christina Holtsapple :  Actually in this case we do,and it is rather a fortuitous situation,what we have done over the years is unintentionally run a common garden experiment - common garden experiments have been known about for many years and basically what they involve is the simple principle that we have two factors at work,genetics and environment, you hold one of those factors a constant and then naturally the other one is exposed. In our case we have brought our mosquitoes into the lab,given them precisely the same environmental conditions and then compared their genetics over broad different periods of time - in one case 25 years and in another case 5 years - since the environmental effects were all held constant,those changes and differences that we saw by definition were genetic.
 We also have in our lab a set of molecular geneticists that are working on this from a different angle,but the specific material that we're talking about today,we know are genetic because we have held the environment constant.
It has been factored out as it were.

Quentin Cooper :  Bill,I think this is the first example of a genetic change being identified in a seasonally related trait,but why should we be surprised by this? Isn't evolution all about adapting to your environment,so if the environment is changing which we believe it is,we should expect to see creatures changing?

[If the environment has been held constant - then one might think no change would occur - but of course there is mutation - and that is shaped by the response to environment - all of the above is consistent with evolutionary theory - and if one steps backward - then previous ancestors are inevitable from other sources - and there is no sense in which separate hand made species exist  - ultimately we all end up being raw DNA/RNA - there is no room for silly God concepts for people who force cause and effect into the scene because their limited craniums can't understand that at nuclear level the cause and effect seen at our level fails to apply - the "collapse of the wave function" in Qphysics would not exist if it were not for trying to get from the lack of definition in the quantum to the cause and effect of the macro - therefore any positing of a "prime mover" is mistaken - because it supposes a first cause is necessary - and stupidly inserts a man-like thing where none is needed -via Occam's razor this is not required - and further even if one supposes it - then it only exists at the level of a "suspicion" like Chris's work - and even so Chris's work has observation to back it up - beliefs in Gods has nothing but theist misunderstanding of physical law to back IT up -LB]

Bill Bradshaw :  We should,there is a difference though between expecting something to be so,and it being reasonable that it is so,and showing that this is actually the case.

[So so true - and something theists so fail to appreciate.They never show ANYthing they say is ACTUALLY the case,only that they personally believe it - personal beliefs have nothing to do with how reality ACTUALLY is - LB]

I think as we've been very generously funded for the last 30 years,through the National Science Foundation,and one of our recent experiments with climatology turned out entirely differently from how we expected and we told this....communicated this result to our programme director - he said "Well if everything turned out just as we expected the funding agencies would be out of business"!

[Yes but there is an idea that at some point theories will be shown to be correct,or be a stab in the right direction - no sane person would fund a search for God - because they know it would be chucking good money after bad - a waste of time and money - because no one could ever show anything of the kind - not even in principle - LB]

So you  run experiments to test hypotheses in a rigorous fashion,and sometimes as Ephram Racker said "You never find out something truly new until your controls don't work out the way you expect".

[Which is why moaning about cloning and possible mistakes is pointless - no one learns by not making mistakes - however much understanding there is - one can only learn if a mistake is made - it's not the blind feeling in the dark - but as I think either Davey or Faraday said - science lights a patch around us at our feet - it's better to have that light than have no light at all - one can at least see there is snow in Narnia,and be forewarned of needing large coats - so to speak -LB]

And the whole excitement of science is that you have to confront hypotheses with experiments and very often the new insights come when those experiments do not end up as you expect.

[Exactly - LB]

In this case,they did.We had the data,from experiments which were designed to answer other questions,and so we were able to look back retrospectively,and pose the hypothesis after the fact and say "Do we have the data to answer these sorts of questions?" we did and we proceeded to do so,and I must say,certainly someone who's been following populations of birds which have been nesting over 30 years,

[Maths and Chaos occur in "population dynamics" - see beffect.html @ Fortunecity -LB]

they didn't set out to test global warming,because 30 years ago it was a one issue,but because we have people who were funded to pursue good science from a different angle,because they'd been able do so over this time period,they now have the data which leads us to believe that may species are responding to global warming and changing their seasonal patterns,and now we have evidence that at least some of these changes are genetic.

[Where's the evidence for creationist ideas? - None existent. - LB]

Christina Holtsapple :  And if I might just pop in here,for a second?

Quentin Cooper : Pop away!

Christina Holtsapple :  I think that the results that we have,actually is a very good indicator that many of the phenotypic studies - the wonderful studies that are coming out in the literature,probably also have genetic underpinnings. It simple is not easy to run these kinds of genetic experiments as Bill was saying. And in our case,it happened to be fortuitous,but in the long run,it's probably going to make it seem much more likely that in the many phenotypic examples of amphibians reproducing earlier,birds laying eggs earlier,many,many other examples as a result of likely global warming,that these too probably have genetic underpinnings.

Quentin Cooper : Chris Thomas if we've got all these changes going on,then everything's happy,but presumably the question is that something's are going to be adapting faster than others,so we're going see shift in the balance?

Chris Thomas :  Yes that's certainly a potential problem,and whilst one might expect evolutionary change and adaptation to be relatively easy,within the centres of geographic ranges,the problem maybe completely different at the edges where climatic conditions are getting worse.
Because at a climatic margin to a range,very often you imagine  that the species has been under selection constantly to cope with this extreme environment. If it now gets worse,that environment,there may not be any variation left that will allow it to evolve itself out of trouble,and if we look at the history of the distribution in plants and animals over the last million years,over periods of ice ages when it's got progressively colder,roughly 90,000 year periods of cold and 10,000 year periods of warm [See edge20.rtf] the response of most species has apparently not been in situ evolution,but for them to shift their distributions whole scale,north and south,up and down mountains,to track a given climate space,rather than to evolve where they are

Quentin Cooper :  But if at the edge..I mean we're assuming here aren't we that the edge is always right at the margin of survival? But if that change is for the better,if you've got I don't know,some butterfly in the UK,that's hanging on by it's...whatever you call butterfly's feet to life,and then the environment gets warmer,then maybe it actually prospers on the edge much better than it did before? The edge becomes the middle?

[A classic example of change in the environment is the Pepper moth whose propensity to be dark or light altered according to the sootiness of the environment due to the industrial revolution - recent comments say that "populations evolve" rather than individuals - and if lighter moths were predated - then black ones survived to reproduce because they weren't seen.
Whether a line of moths can be traced that gradually became darker because there were more darker ones around  -depends if there is a genetic component - the above experiment suggests that there is - and that a real colour change occurred because of the environmental change - a gene for pigmentation would then be selected by virtue of those carrying it staying alive by being better suited to sooty states of trees.
Presumably Pepper moths arrive in Yellow Submarines to spread Love,Love,Love into the environment, we're not told if the gene for yellowness or blueness is at large in the submarine population. "Get them glove!" - LB]

Chris Thomas :   Well absolutely,and we've got plenty of examples of species in Britain - Britain of course being a cold wet island off the northwest coast of Europe...

Quentin Cooper :  Oh that's where it is ..okay!

Chris Thomas :   (laughs - Bill guffaws in the background)...most of our poor little butterflies are sort of stuck in the south - south east corner hanging onto warm conditions,and the warming that we've actually seen over the last 30 years,should have prospered most of these species of butterfly,but in fact about 3/4 of the species of butterfly that you would have thought would do better in the warmer climate actually have continued to decline over this 30 year period,and the problem is although the climate has got warmer,and almost certainly they could now live to the north of where they used to,the trouble is the habitats are so fragmented,there's so much intensive agriculture going on ,that they just can't move,they can't reach those new habitats.

[What do they want with pine furniture anyway? -LB]

They're now further to the north,but they're just out of reach of their rather poor dispersal abilities.

Quentin Cooper :  So we need to think of this as a shift rather than a slide,a change rather than a loss. Okay Professor Chris Thomas and Professor Bill E Bradshaw and Dr Christina Holtsapple,evolution is happening fast,and I'm afraid discussion about it is happening even faster,so we had to leave it there,and you'll be glad to know, you beat the previous highest score.

(Punk track "Space Invaders" plays)

"The main innovation of Space Invaders was as follows : It gave you real drama on the screen. Who cares whether you can eliminate dots with an electric tennis ball. So what if you can knock down ten plastic cowboys on a shooting range. After Space Invaders...we were defending Earth...against monsters,in sub lunar skies. Here they come again."

That's from something written almost 20 years ago. "Invasion of the Space Invaders" was Martin Amis's adoring high scoring guide to playing the various then new video games that were coining it across the world.I'm not sure Martin puts it on his CV these days.
Amis was quick to be enslaved by the alien invaders and since then he's been joined by hundreds of millions of the rest of us.

[Just because hundreds of millions of people like something doesn't mean it has value - LB]

The aliens have had their ranks swelled by Tomb Raiders, tiny plumbers,sonic hedgehogs and countless other creations,and the games themselves have spread from arcades,to consoles to personal computers,to handheld devices to mobile phones.
Even before you get to the dark side of this phenomenon,the well-documented cases of games addicts attempting suicide or turning to prostitution to raise cash to play the latest arcade coin grabbers,what is it about these real dramas on the screen that keeps us so involved,and let's them swallow up our time like Pacman on a rampage?
Well the games themselves have evolved faster than the most environmentally challenged mosquito,something as simple as Tetris - that's the one where you turn falling blocks so that they form lines - is still horribly compulsive - well it is for me anyway [It was for me for some time - Amiga version - LB].
But why? With a new souped up version of Tetris joining the ranks of releases on the run -up to Christmas,I'm joined by Dr Mark Griffiths a psychologist from Nottingham- Trent University,and by computer games designer Peter Molyneaux,who's responsible for some hugely successful games including Theme Park [One of my faves -LB],Populis and one of the most innovative titles of recent years Black and White.
We're going to look in scientific terms,at what it is about these games,and about us which makes these games so addictive.
Mark Griffiths I've been bandying this word "addictive" around quite a lot and I know people who never miss an episode of "Westwing" or "Home Truths",I've got friends whose mood swings are in phase with the performance of the football team they support, I mean my parents play bowls several times a week. Now in all these cases it's easy to jokily talk about them being "addicts",but is there more in this case when we talk about addictivity and about computer games being addictive,than that kind of loose use of language?

Mark Griffiths : Well certainly from my psychologist's perspective,addiction means something very particular,and obviously in a computer game playing context,if somebody was a computer game addict,you're basically talking about somebody who spends all their time playing this game,they get withdrawal symptoms if they can't get it,they build up tolerance over time,they use it as a way of modifying their mood and it compromises everything in their lives. But the good news is,there are very few people out there that are actually like that. The addictiveness I think most people talk about when you open a games magazine,it gives a game an addictiveness rating,what I would see it as is kind of like a moorishness rating. The whole thing about games design is you want to make people pick the game up and not put it down 5 minutes later. That would be a complete failure of a game. To some extent,games designers,what they're trying to do is obviously have a very all engrossing game that people pick up and then basically carry on playing,and I know for a fact,when I'm playing Tetris, I will only play it if I know I've got 6 hours to burn,because I can be damn well sure when I pick it up,I am still playing hours and hours later,because it is such an addictive game. The whole thing about it,is that it's an incredibly simple game,people can pick up the rules very quickly but it takes a lifetime to master,and I think that's the secret of most of the good games really,that you find that are addictive,and you know I include things like Monopoly,card games,video games - video games are no different from a lot of these things - the ingredients are there.

Quentin Cooper :  I can tell by the number of things that you crammed into that answer,that you're somebody who values your time,because you're freeing up the 6 hours so you can play Tetris next time!
Peter Molyneaux I think we've agreed on this,if we go for the way that Mark is defining it here,that we're not going to talk about addictivity in the full psychological sense of the word,but in that way that games magazines use it when we've got games that we keep coming back to.Is it true what Mark alleges that designers put addictivity in by design?

Peter Molyneaux : Very,I mean very definitely so,in fact one of the big things is to pay the game for hundreds of hours before you release it,so that you're sure that that addictive quality is in there. I mean you know,as Mark said,if you can't play a game for a few minutes that lead on to a few hours,if time doesn't sort of slightly stand still while you're playing the game,you've probably failed as a job as a games designer.

Quentin Cooper : But that's looking at it from the end result,you've got the game,you play it,you either play it for hundreds of hours or you don't. What are the elements that you try and actually put in ,in the beginning to make it addictive?

Peter Molyneaux : Well it really...I mean that's a very complex answer,but you can break it down into several aspects.
The first thing is,a game has got to be easy to understand,you know,that's...and in some ways Tetris is a perfect example of that. You could give anybody in the world a copy of Tetris and they could work out how to play it probably in ten seconds,and you know,they don't have to understand anything more.
So having it easy to understand,easy to play is one important thing,but that easiness to understand mustn't mean that there isn't subtleties to it,so you feel like "Well I'm getting better and better and better at playing this",and almost....I like to think of it as almost challenging yourself,you know "Can I...?" ...you know,"Can I really take 4 lines out at once in Tetris?" and that turns into "Can I get onto the score table?" and that turns into "Can I get to the top of the score table?". So a lot of it is making sure that people can get better and better and better,there isn't an end to the way that they can get better when they are playing a game.

Quentin Cooper : And are games designers actively figuring out...are they getting better at figuring out what it is that will make a game addictive,and about putting in features that will entice people to keep playing?

Peter Molyneaux : Well  you know one of the big things about computer games not if you look at the,they're not flat 2D things that they were that we saw in arcades when I was a kid,they are...you know they are looking more and more like movies every day,their..you know their content and the story aspect of it are much, much bigger,but really when you strip all that out,if underneath it that what you do in a game isn't as compulsive as something like Tetris,then you've wasted your time. but there's an awful lot of bulk round that which we now have to design in.

Quentin Cooper : But do you actually put in elements,is what I am after I suppose,that you know that people - that's something that they will like - you know that audiences will want?

Peter Molyneaux :  Yes,very much so,and you can sort of break those down into things like - we call them easter eggs,you know you're playing a game,you're taking a character along a road and you think "What happens if I walk off this way rather than carry on down the road?" that is intentionally put in there,so you can feel like as a player you've uncovered a secret in a game,and that is there so you'll talk about it more,you'll think about it more,you'll try and discover more,and those are very definitely intentionally put in by us, yes.

Quentin Cooper :  Mark Griffiths,this sounds slightly reminiscent of conditioning experiments, you know little rewards to reinforce the behaviour to keep people coming back for more?

Mark Griffiths : Without a doubt. I mean that's exactly what it is,what Peter has just described is what we psychologists call "Operant Conditioning" [Ref : Hilgard's Psychology p245]. What... I mean addictiveness regardless of how you define it,it's really about reinforcing behaviour and giving rewards,and the thing is people do not engage in doing something again and again and again unless the rewards are there.

[Yes I know - it applies to relationships too - LB]

So really that is what it is at the end of the day. I think video games slot machines,they are all very similar,they are all about behavioural reinforcement.

Quentin Cooper : Now these games are very similar,although in some superficial ways are different,but the people who play them,there are certain groups who tend to play them,and certain groups who don't,is that down to psychological differences, Mark?

Mark Griffiths :  Well,again there's actually not been a lot of research looking at player types,we know for a fact that most research that's been done has been done on young male adolescents,but as Peter will tell you the age of the clientele is growing all the time.There's people like me that were sitting way back with Pong on our Atari in the 70s,you know with my Commodore 64 playing Donkey Kong in the 80s,and we're growing up with video games now and the clientele is really stretched and unfortunately there's been no really good psychological research basically on the over 20s. We have lots of research on the more negative aspects,and on the adolescent audience,so we actually really don't know about the player profiles. In fact the people who know most are probably the games manufacturers,they know what sells,what audience they're selling to,and obviously by the price of the games and the software and the hardware,we're now...you know video games is now very much an adult concern, where... you know people have traditionally seen it as a kind of child and adolescent market. It's now huge now and people are playing it right up into their kind of late 40s and perhaps older.

Quentin Cooper :  But for instance on gender differences,I've seen reports which claim that girls tend to be less spatially aware so they're less naturally suited towards the sort of things that video games offer them.

Mark Griffiths :  I think I mean,there is obvious gender differences,I mean  most games are designed by males for other mails,and if you look at what happens in social situations,females don't tend to get socially rewarded for actually playing games,so they don't persist,and as you say,going right back to some research done in the early 70s,what it tended to show was that females are better on verbal ability skills,and males tend to score higher on spatial ability skills,so the argument goes,that if males on average are scoring higher on video games because of their better spatial ability skills,they're more likely to persist,they're more likely to to get those reinforcements,but the good news for any females out there is that with practice females are just as good as males.

Quentin Cooper : Peter it would be disengenuous to try and pretend that there aren't also socio-economic factors. Games are designed for the people who are most likely to buy games,who have the most disposable income.

Peter Molyneaux : Well,yes.

Quentin Cooper : But I mean if there was suddenly say I don't know,women in their 50s was the big group with disposable income are you satisfied that games designers could come up with a game that triggered whatever it was they wanted in that game?

[I can see it now - Lara Croft kicking high at monsters sat crocheting a bobble hat for their nephews! -LB]

Peter Molyneaux : Well you know the interesting thing is that how game design is changing and I think the games industry is starting to realise that we are making games as a piece of entertainment,and that piece of entertainment..people will go home nowadays and they may watch TV,they may read a book,they may play a computer game and so as our audience widens so there is necessity for us to design games for all sorts of people.
The fascinating thing about the gender difference that you talked about is over in Japan,it's  not true that 95% of the games players are men- it's more like a 60/40 split - so there are games designs that are out there that are definitely targeted at a much broader audience and those are going to become much more common.
[I think it's also that female Japs are more caught up in the technology and innovation because their country/culture is one of the main sources of it - LB]

You know,nowadays we really do have to think that we're not designing it for teenagers any more,we're designing it for the whole world. That's not to say,you know,that we won't have targeted games,shoot 'em ups and the like that are targeted at that audience,but I'm sure we're going to see much broader game designs to coming out.

Quentin Cooper : And do you think you need to design with psychological and even physiological,I'm thinking particularly that if consoles get more sophisticated now,you get these glasses that you can wear that project games onto screens,do we need... would it help to actually understand what was going on in our heads,what's going on in our sensory systems in order to design better games?

Peter Molyneaux : Yeah I mean I think that's true,but I mean I think that a lot of times some games companies have used psychologists to help them design games,and that you've got to remember you're also dealing with a creative process,that there is this something about a game that makes one game good and another game not.

[Quality? -LB]

And I think psychology can help with the things..to help you avoid doing the things wrong,but it can't necessarily give you a formula to make things perfect otherwise every film we watch from Hollywood would be absolutely perfect and that's not the case.

Quentin Cooper :  Tragically not,yes so,in other words,rather than necessarily a hard science to good games design,it's more the case that people will try all sorts designs and the one's that work will prosper and be imitated and therefore refined?
[The games are subject to natural selection in the market place - LB]

Peter Molyneaux : The funny thing is,it is a bit like natural evolution,the last piece you were talking about,is that you know,good games go on to have sequels,and they go on to sell around the world and the bad games die off and we forget them.

Quentin Cooper :  Yes if your next game is called "Mosquito" I want a half percent of the world profits on it thank you very much indeed (Peter laughs)!

Peter Molyneaux :  Could be!

Quentin Cooper :  Mark Griffiths,is there any evidence for how playing games affects brain activity? I'm sure this must have been looked at?

Mark Griffiths :  Well,obviously there are lots and lots of positive effects...

Quentin Cooper :   Positive?

Mark Griffiths : Yeah, games manufacturers will always say their games are educational, obviously it depends on which particular games you're talking about,because there's loads out there have no educational benefit whatsoever. We also know computer games are fantastic distracter tasks, the whole thing -and Peter was mentioning there -really,the great thing about the ability of computer games,you can just escape into another world,and that has great implications for things like pain relief,they'll give them to children to play after chemotherapy,and it actually reduces the amount of pain killers they need. 
For people who have had strokes or burns victims,they want to get their hands and arms moving again- again playing video games are an ideal kind of medical therapeutic use there.
Again children who have got various skin conditions,to stop them picking at themselves they can play hand held games,and because it's such an escape game,it means they're free from pain and they also get the kind of therapeutic benefits as well,and obviously from an educational benefit there are lots of games out there,things like Sim-City for instance,were put on the economics curricula in the United States in some courses,because it wanted to teach kids you know,if you build this town and then you raise the taxes what happens to poverty in another part of the town etc.

[Sim City is based on mathematical Artificial Life notions from mathematical models -LB]

So it's obvious that some games do have you know ,educational benefits,that research is growing all the time and what I would actually like to see is obviously video games taken seriously as a good area of research which I don't think it is taken at the moment.

Quentin Cooper :  And hopefully as a good area for radio 4 discussions. Well, thank you very much Dr Mark Griffiths, Peter Molyneaux - game over. Thanks. If you'd like more on this,then try the gripping role playing that is our webpage.
First use your skill and judgement to get to www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 then your quest is to seek out Material World in the list of regular programmes, and untold riches shall be yours.
Next week,get ready to rock. Britain,or at least the continental shelf it's on moves up and down every day,in some areas by as much as 10cm. I'll be talking to the scientists investigating the phenomenon and finding out out whether the  UK needs a shelf help scheme.

